Delivery of bone morphogenetic protein-2 and substance P using graphene oxide for bone regeneration

Abstract: In this study, we demonstrate that graphene oxide (GO) can be used for the delivery of bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) and substance P (SP), and that this delivery promotes bone formation on titanium (Ti) implants that are coated with GO. GO coating on Ti substrate enabled a sustained release of BMP-2. BMP-2 delivery using GO-coated Ti exhibited a higher alkaline phosphatase activity in bone-forming cells in vitro compared with bare Ti. SP, which is known to recruit mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), was co-delivered using Ti or GO-coated Ti to further promote bone formation. SP induced the migration of MSCs in vitro. The dual delivery of BMP-2 and SP using GO-coated Ti showed the greatest new bone formation on Ti implanted in the mouse calvaria compared with other groups. This approach may be useful to improve osteointegration of Ti in dental or orthopedic implants.
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Introduction

Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are the most potent osteoinductive protein for bone regeneration. Among BMPs, BMP-2 is a well-known growth factor for inducing osteogenic differentiation of stem cells and has been used clinically for bone regeneration. Despite the great osteoinductivity of BMP-2, several factors limit the clinical use of BMP-2: clinical treatment requires a large dose of BMP-2, which could potentially lead to several side effects such as over bone growth, inflammation, and uncontrolled bone formation, and loaded BMP-2 could rapidly diffuse from protein carriers. To overcome these limitations, an appropriate delivery platform that enables local delivery of BMP-2 to the sites of interest and sustained release from the carrier should be developed.

The osteoregeneration process depends not only on the osteoinductive BMP-2 and the protein carrier but also on osteoregenerative cells such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) or osteoprogenitor cells. To improve bone regeneration at defect sites, it would be useful to recruit stem cells to the defect areas. Substance P (SP) is a highly conserved 11 amino acid neuropeptide that mediates pain perception. It has been reported that SP is involved in many processes, such as the regulation of inflammation, wound healing, and angiogenesis. Recently, it was demonstrated that SP promotes recruitment and mobilization of MSCs to blood circulation. SP has been reported to be effective in tissue regeneration by promoting recruitment of MSCs to damaged tissues, making it an ideal candidate for promoting endogenous stem cell mobilization.
Local delivery to a defect site and sustained release of protein growth factors are important for bioimplants. Titanium (Ti) has been widely used for dental implants because of its biocompatibility and good mechanical properties. However, Ti does not integrate well with bone tissue. To improve the osteointegration of Ti implants, numerous studies have proposed Ti implants coated with various inorganic materials, such as hydroxylapatite or calcium phosphate, to enhance regeneration efficacy. Another approach to improve the osteointegration of Ti implants could be to use BMP-2 instead of inorganic materials. BMP-2 induces osteogenic differentiation of stem cells, which can enhance the osteointegration of implants by forming bone at the space between the implants and the implantation site.

In a previous study, we used graphene oxide (GO)-coated Ti implants as a vehicle to deliver BMP-2 for bone regeneration. The ionized groups of GO enable protein delivery by binding through electrostatic interaction. In addition, GOs’ hydrophobic domains can interact with those of proteins by hydrophobic π−π stacking. Therefore, GO can allow for a sustained release of loaded protein, which is critical for clinical use of protein delivery. In this study, we delivered both BMP-2 and SP using GO-coated Ti to further promote bone formation compared with BMP-2 delivery using GO-coated Ti. SP may promote MSC recruitment to the implants, possibly resulting in osteogenic differentiation by BMP-2 and subsequent bone formation.

Materials and methods
Preparation of GO
Graphite oxide was prepared from graphite using the modified Hummer’s method. Prepared GO was exfoliated onto each GO-COO− sheet by ultrasonification in an ice bath. The resultant brown dispersion was centrifuged at 3,470 g for 5 minutes to remove any unexfoliated powder. Positively charged graphene oxide (GO-NH3+) was prepared via the 1-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide methyliodide and ethylenediamine (EDC; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA)-mediated amine exchange reaction. EDC was added to the prepared GO-COO−. The solution was stirred rapidly for 12 hours and dialyzed for 4 days in a membrane tube (molecular weight cut off = 12,000–14,000 Da) to remove any residual chemicals after the reaction.

Multilayer coatings of Ti substrates with GO
The concentration of GO in solutions used in all of the GO coating experiments was fixed at 0.05% (w/v) without any ionic salts. The GO-NH3+/GO-COO− multilayer coating was administered by first treating Ti substrates with an O2 plasma cleaner (Harrick Scientific Products Inc, Pleasantville, NY, USA) for 5 minutes. GO multilayer films were deposited on the Ti substrates by layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly.

BMP-2 and SP delivery
In a previous study, we used graphene oxide (GO)-coated Ti substrates for BMP-2 delivery. The in vitro release profiles of BMP-2 (Cowell Medi Co, Ltd, Busan, Korea) and SP (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) from Ti or GO-coated Ti substrate (Ti/GO) for various periods were determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA; R&D Systems Inc, Minneapolis, MN, USA). For loading of BMP-2 and SP on the implants, both BMP-2 (0.16 µg/cm2) and SP (20 ng/cm2) were placed on the implants and lyophilized for 1 day. The BMP-2-loaded and SP-loaded Ti and Ti/GO were immersed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 37°C. At various time points, the supernatant was collected and the BMP-2 concentration in the supernatant was determined by ELISA (n=5 per group; R&D Systems Inc, catalog #DY355). Briefly, the capture antibody was diluted to the working concentration in PBS without carrier protein, immediately placed on a 96-well microplate (Corning Inc, Corning, NY, USA), and incubated overnight at room temperature. The supernatant was aspirated. Each well was washed with wash buffer and blocked by adding reagent diluents (1% w/v of bovine serum albumin in the PBS) to each well. After the washing step of sample or standards added to the plate, detection antibody was added. Then, horseradish-peroxidase conjugated streptavidin was added to each well. Finally, substrate solution was added to each well and the absorbance was read at 450 nm by a microplate reader (Powerwave; Bio-Tek Instruments Inc, Winooski, VT, USA).

Bioactivity of released BMP-2 in vitro
The bioactivity of BMP-2 released from Ti or Ti/GO was determined by measuring alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity of osteoblasts. Calvarial osteoblasts were isolated from the calvaria of neonatal (less than 1-day-old) Sprague Dawley...
rats (Japan SLC, Tokyo, Japan) by a digestive enzymatic process. The bioactivity of the BMP-2 released from the delivery systems in vitro was assessed by determining the ability of BMP-2 to stimulate ALP activity in the cultured rat calvarial osteoblasts. Rat calvarial osteoblasts (3 × 10^6 cells per well) were plated in the wells of six-well tissue culture plates (Corning Inc). Each delivery vehicle containing BMP-2 (2 μg) was placed on a culture insert (Transwell®; Corning Inc) in the culture plates. In the daily addition group, 200 ng/mL of BMP-2 was added to the cell culture medium. The culture medium was Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM; Gibco®; Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) containing 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco®; Life Technologies) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco®; Life Technologies). The medium was changed every 3 days. The ALP activity was determined using p-nitrophenol phosphate (AnaSpec Inc, San Jose, CA, USA) as the substrate. The cultured rat calvarial osteoblasts were rinsed twice with PBS and lysed in alkaline lysis buffer, followed by three freeze–thaw cycles that involved serial exposure to −70°C and 37°C. The aliquots were incubated in glycine buffer containing 2 mg/mL of p-nitrophenol phosphate. After 30 minutes, 3 N NaOH was added to stop the reaction. The absorbance of p-nitrophenol was measured at 405 nm. The total amount of cellular protein was determined using the Bradford reagent (Sigma-Aldrich). The enzyme activity was then normalized relative to the total amount of cellular protein. The experiments were performed in triplicate. Real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) was performed to determine the relative quantity of messenger RNA (mRNA) expression of osteogenic markers, Runx2 (runt-related transcription factor 2) and ALP, in osteoblasts cultured in the presence of BMP-2 released from Ti or TiGO. All qRT-PCR reactions were performed using a Light Cycler 480 (F Hoffman-La Roche Ltd, Basel, Switzerland) with SYBR Green I (Takara Bio Inc, Shiga, Japan). After 5 minutes of preincubation at 90°C, 35 amplification cycles were performed. Each cycle consisted of the following three steps: 30 seconds at 94°C, 45 seconds at 60°C, and 45 seconds at 72°C. The sequences of the primers used for qRT-PCR are shown in Table 1.

### In vitro cell migration assay

To examine the effect of SP on in vitro MSC migration, a collagen gel assay was performed.66 Human bone marrow-derived MSCs were purchased from Lonza (Walkersville, MD, USA) and cultured on cell culture plates (Corning Inc) with a growth medium that comprised DMEM (Gibco®; Life Technologies), 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Gibco®; Life Technologies), and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco®; Life Technologies). The medium was changed every 2 days. After four passages, human bone marrow-derived MSCs were used for experiments. For tracking cells in collagen gel, the cytoplasmic membranes of cells were prelabeled with the fluorescent probe cell tracker, 1,1-dioctadecyl-3,3,3,3-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI; Life Technologies). Cells were incubated in the culture medium containing DiI dye (6.25 μg/mL) for 2 hours at room temperature. The labeled cells were washed twice with PBS. Human dermal fibroblast cells were used as a control. Collagen gel was prepared according to Farhat’s protocol.37 Type I collagen (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in water with acetic acid resulting in a pH of 3.0. The collagen solution was neutralized with PBS and NaOH to a pH of approximately 7.4. The collagen solution was then allowed to form a gel at 37°C for an hour at atmospheric humidity. To test the migration of cells under the influence of SP, 5 × 10^4 Dil-labeled cells were seeded on one end of the collagen gel. SP was loaded on the other end of the gel. The culture medium contained high-glucose DMEM (Gibco®; Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco®; Life Technologies) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco®; Life Technologies). After 24 hours of culture, the migrated cells that moved through the collagen gel were visualized and photographed using a fluorescence microscope (IX71 inverted microscope; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The labeled cells were counted at a high magnification (×40). Cells were counted in multiple fields (n=5 per group), and the counts were averaged.

### Implantation of the Ti or TiGO device into mouse calvaria

Six-week-old mice from the Institute of Cancer Research (Orient Bio Inc, Sungnam, Kyunggi-do, Korea) were anesthetized...
using xylazine (20 mg/kg) and ketamine (100 mg/kg). After the scalp hair was shaved, a longitudinal incision was made in the midline of the cranium from the nasal bone to the posterior nuchal line, and the periosteum was elevated to expose the surface of the parietal bones. A 1.2 mm diameter twist drill was used to make one hole through the calvaria.  

Next, a Ti or Ti/GO ring implant (4 mm in outer diameter, 1.2 mm in inner diameter) with or without SP and/or BMP-2 loading was placed beneath the periosteum, directly on the hole of the occipital bone. The implant was stabilized using a screw (2 mm in diameter). The drilling site was irrigated with saline, and the bleeding points were electrocauterized. Each animal had one implant, and five animals were used for each group. The animals were divided into eight groups: pristine Ti (Ti), GO-coated Ti (Ti/GO), SP-loaded Ti (Ti/SP), BMP-2-loaded Ti (Ti/BMP-2), SP-loaded Ti/GO (Ti/GO/SP), BMP-2-loaded Ti/GO (Ti/GO/BMP-2), SP and BMP-2-loaded Ti (Ti/SP/BMP-2), and SP and BMP-2-loaded Ti/GO (Ti/GO/SP/BMP-2). The amount of SP loaded in the animal groups with or without GO-coated Ti plates was 0.2 μg, and the amount of BMP-2 loaded on each delivery system was 2 μg. The animal study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Seoul National University (SNU-120711-4).

**Histology**

Eight weeks after implantation, all animals were sacrificed and the samples were retrieved. The specimens were prepared for histological and histomorphometric analysis (n=5). The specimens were immersed in 10% (v/v) buffered formalin solution, dehydrated in alcohol solutions of increasing concentrations, clarified in xylene, and embedded in polymethylmethacrylate. One sagittal and one frontal section (10 μm thick) from each of two specimens per animal were obtained using a microcutting and grinding technique. The sections were stained with Goldner’s trichrome stain. The area of bone formation was determined using Adobe Photoshop software (Adobe Systems Inc, San Jose, CA, USA) based on the percentage of newly formed mineralized bone, excluding marrow and fibrovascular tissue in the original bone defect area (new bone area/defect area × 100, n=5 per group).

**Statistical analysis**

Quantitative data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way analysis of variance with the Tukey significant difference post-hoc test using SPSS software (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). A value of P<0.05 was considered to denote statistical significance.

**Results**

**Coating of Ti substrates with GO**

To ensure full coverage of Ti substrates with GO sheets (single GO sheet area =0.75 ± 0.12 μm², Figure 1A), the Ti substrate was alternatively coated with positively and negatively charged GO sheets [GO-NH₄⁺ and GO-COO⁻, respectively] using LbL assembly. ³⁹,⁴³,⁴⁵ Coating with multiple layers of GO resulted in a full coverage of the Ti substrate (Figure 1A). Atomic force microscopy revealed that, unlike the bumpy surface of an uncoated Ti substrate, the GO-coated Ti surfaces became much smoother after multiple cycles of LbL deposition. Full coverage of the GO sheets on Ti substrates was realized by LbL assembly of 15 bilayers. The GO coating on Ti was also confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Figure 1B). The C(1s) peak, which normally originates from GO, is clearly evident at approximately 285 eV in the spectrum of the GO-coated Ti. The increased number of GO bilayers caused the increased C(1s) peak, whereas the characteristic peaks of Ti(2pₓₒ) at 459 eV and Ti(2pᵧₒ) at 463 eV are almost absent after coating Ti with GO sheets. Coating with GO eliminated the relatively hydrophobic nature of Ti, and Ti/GO with 15 bilayers was more hydrophilic than unmodified Ti, owing to the polar modification with the GO sheets (Figure 1C). GO coating on Ti surface changed the color of Ti to black, which was originated from GO (Figure 1D).

**Sustained release of BMP-2 and SP from Ti or Ti/GO substrates**

The in vitro release of BMP-2 from the Ti/GO substrate was maintained for 14 days (Figure 2). In contrast, Ti exhibited an initial burst of BMP-2 release. More than 72% of the initially loaded BMP-2 was released from Ti within a day. Less than 50% of BMP-2 was released from the Ti/GO within a day. The in vitro release of SP was also measured by ELISA (Figure 3A). Less than 80% of SP was gradually released in 14 days. There was no significant difference in SP release between Ti and Ti/GO.

**Bioactivity of released BMP-2**

We compared the bioactivities of BMP-2 released from bare Ti and Ti/GO (Figure 2B). Bioactive BMP-2 released from both carriers increased the ALP activity of cultured osteoblasts. The ALP activity of osteoblasts was significantly higher in the Ti/GO/BMP-2 group compared with the
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The Ti/BMP-2 group for 14 days of incubation and was similar to the group with daily addition of BMP-2 to the culture medium (positive control). The mRNA expressions of cultured osteoblasts were evaluated by qRT-PCR (Figure 2C). Runx2 expression was significantly higher in the BMP-2 groups, but there was no significant difference between the groups. mRNA expression of an early osteogenic differentiation marker, ALP, was significantly increased in Ti/GO/BMP-2 compared to Ti/BMP-2.

SP stimulated MSCs migration in vitro

The potential of SP for inducing migration of MSCs was evaluated. The test scheme is depicted in Figure 3B. SP stimulated MSC migration in collagen gel. In contrast, human dermal fibroblast cell migration was negligible for 24 hours in the presence of SP.

Enhanced in vivo bone formation by dual delivery of BMP-2 and SP using Ti/GO substrate in mouse

The therapeutic efficacy of BMP-2 and SP delivered by Ti or Ti/GO substrate was investigated in vivo by evaluating bone formation after implantation of Ti or Ti/GO substrate with or without BMP-2 and/or SP into the mouse calvaria (Figure 4). All animals survived for the entire implantation period (8 weeks). Histological analysis with Goldner’s trichrome staining revealed BMP-2/SP and the carrier-dependent formation of new bone (Figure 4). Negligible bone formation on Ti and Ti/GO implants was observed in the groups without BMP-2 (Ti, Ti/SP, Ti/GO and Ti/GO/SP). The GO-coated implants with BMP-2 showed much extensive bone formation compared with bare Ti implants with BMP-2. There was no significant difference between
Ti/BMP-2 and Ti/SP/BMP-2. However, Ti/GO/SP/BMP-2 implants showed much more extensive bone formation than Ti/GO/BMP-2 implants.

Discussion

In this study, the in situ tissue regeneration approach was used to regenerate bone tissue. This method has many advantages over stem cell transplantation therapy, which generally requires ex vivo cell manipulation. The stem cell culture for cell expansion and differentiation increases the treatment cost and can take more than 3–4 weeks, during which patients have to wait. The in situ tissue regeneration approach avoids stem cell transplantation and could overcome the obstacles of stem cell therapy. The in situ tissue regeneration involves the recruitment of endogenous stem cells or progenitor cells to the site for tissue regeneration and subsequent differentiation of the recruited cells into tissue-specific cell types.\(^{39,40}\) In this study, we used SP, which is known to recruit MSCs from bone marrow to the blood circulation,\(^{41}\) as a chemotaxis agent. SP released from GO coated on Ti implants may recruit MSCs to the Ti implants. The in vitro migration data (Figure 3) showed that SP stimulated MSC migration. To induce osteogenic differentiation of the recruited stem cells or progenitor cells and subsequent bone formation, BMP-2 was also delivered using GO.

GO enabled sustained release of BMP-2 and high bioactivity of the released BMP-2 (Figure 2), both of which are important for effective bone formation. BMP-2 must be released for a long period to ensure osteogenic differentiation of stem cells or progenitor cells because the differentiation process takes several weeks.\(^8-11\) Our previous study also showed that GO can allow for sustained release of BMP-2.\(^{28}\) GO-COO\(^-\) has hydrophobic \(\pi\) domains mainly located on the basal plane and ionized carboxylic acids at their edges.
π-electron clouds in GO are capable of interacting with the inner hydrophobic cores of BMP-2 protein. In addition, the negatively charged COO⁻ domains of GO-COO⁻ can also bind with positively charged BMP-2 through electrostatic interactions. These interactions are thought to be responsible for the sustained release of BMP-2 from GO. In contrast, the release kinetics of SP from Ti and Ti/GO were not different (Figure 3A), probably because SP does not have a considerable extent of hydrophobic π–π interaction with GO. Our previous study also showed that BMP-2 adsorbed on GO was protected from protein denaturation through electrostatic interactions with the hydrophilic terminal functional groups attached to the GO. The high bioactivity of BMP-2 was confirmed by high ALP activity of cultured osteoblasts (Figure 2B). The features of sustained release of BMP-2 and high bioactivity of the released BMP-2, which are enabled by GO, allowed for extensive bone formation on GO-coated Ti implants (Figure 4).

Dual delivery of BMP-2 and SP further enhanced in vivo bone formation compared with delivery of BMP-2 only (Figure 4). Our previous study showed that BMP-2 delivery using GO enhanced in vivo bone formation. The greater bone formation in the Ti/GO/SP/BMP-2 group compared with the Ti/GO/BMP-2 group may be due to the MSC recruitment by

Figure 3 Substance P delivery.
Notes: (A) Kinetics of in vitro release of SP from Ti and Ti/GO substrates. No statistical significance was found between the two groups at all time points. (B–C) In vitro migration of MSCs stimulated by SP. (B) Schematic diagram of cell migration in collagen gel entrapped between two slide glasses. DiI-labeled fibroblasts or MSCs were seeded on one end of the collagen gel, and SP was loaded on the other end of the gel. (C) Fluorescence images of the location of DiI-labeled cells inside the gel a day after seeding and SP release. Scale bar = 200 μm.
Abbreviations: SP, substance P; Ti, titanium; GO, graphene oxide; MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; Dil, 1,1-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate.
SP to the implants. However, the Ti/SP/BMP-2 group did not show improved bone formation compared with Ti/BMP-2. In addition, Ti/SP/BMP-2 and Ti/GO/SP showed significantly less bone formation than Ti/GO/BMP-2. This result indicated that sustained delivery of BMP-2 is more essential than stem cell recruitment by SP for bone formation. Unlike BMP-2, SP does not require sustained delivery. The existence of SP in the blood is sufficient for stem cell recruitment. Therefore, our GO/SP delivery platform did not show significant differences in SP delivery kinetics compared with the bare Ti platform. In addition to the delivery of BMP-2 and SP using GO, enhanced adhesion of recruited cells on GO might be partially responsible for the enhanced bone formation.29

The proposed method could be useful to improve osteointegration of dental or orthopedic implants. Although Ti implants have widely been used as biomedical materials in orthopedic surgery and dentistry, a lack of integration with bone tissue at the implantation site is the critical limitation of these implants.22 Ti implants have been coated with hydroxyapatite to improve osteointegration.22–25 However, effective bone formation was not observed at the space between the implants and implantation site, which could be because hydroxyapatite is osteoconductive but not osteoinductive. The use of BMP-2 might improve the osteointegration of implants by stimulating bone formation.22–25 However, an appropriate carrier for BMP-2 delivery is necessary for effective bone formation. This study showed that GO is an appropriate carrier for BMP-2 delivery and that Ti implants modified with GO could be a solution for the improvement in osteointegration of dental or orthopedic implants.

**Conclusion**

In this study, we used a GO-coated Ti substrate as a vehicle for delivery of BMP-2, an osteoinductive, and SP, a stem cell recruitment agent for in situ bone regeneration. GO was able to release BMP-2 in a sustained manner. The delivery of BMP-2 and SP using GO enhanced the bone formation on Ti implanted in the mouse calvaria. The dual delivery of BMP-2 and SP could be used to improve osteointegration of dental or orthopedic implants.
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